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This study of conservatism, bureaucracy, and the social question in
Prussia is based on Hermann Beck’s dissertation and a number of
articles. It covers the period from the Vormärz to the founding of the
German Empire. The dual perspective with which Beck approaches his
subject is interesting. In the first, theoretical part he analyses conserva-
tive Prussian concepts of the welfare state. In the second, more practi-
cally orientated part he concentrates on the bureaucracy and on how
the Prussian administration dealt with the social question. What might
at first sight look like separate spheres are, according to Beck, much
more closely related than the free-floating conservatives on the one
hand, and the representatives of the administrative state on the other,
liked to admit: ‘the much vilified bureaucracy subscribed to the very
same social conceptions as their conservative archenemy’ (p. 207).

What sort of concepts were developed by conservative thinkers?
Initially shaped by the Vormärz discussion of pauperism, many intel-
lectuals came to recognize the changing problems faced by a growing
industrial proletariat. Beck’s point of departure is ‘the vanguard of
Prussian conservatism’ (p. 39) which emerged around the Berliner
Politische Wochenblatt, in the 1830s, not least in reaction to the July
revolution of 1830 in Paris. It included the brothers Leopold and Ernst
Ludwig von Gerlach, the historian Heinrich Leo, Joseph Maria von
Radowitz, and the legal scholar, Ernst Carl Jarcke. Radowitz and Jarcke
initially represented the Catholic wing within the Wochenblatt circle.
After the church struggle in Cologne in 1837, however, the Wochenblatt
clearly endorsed the Protestant Prussian state, and thus lost the major-
ity of its Catholic supporters. The Berliner Politische Wochenblatt’s
preoccupation with social problems and its search for appropriate
solutions were dictated by the contemporary debate on pauperism.
Most of its writers interpreted pauperism as a result of the dissolution
of organic social structures and attempts at liberal reform. Conse-
quently, they looked to the past for solutions: the old guild system,
paternalistic relations at work, and the ‘natural’, ‘God-given’ social
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hierarchy were the goals to which they aspired. These were seen as
protecting the individual against impoverishment and atomization in
a liberal, capitalist society that was declared the enemy. ‘Family,
corporations, estates, and the paternalistic relationship of the Guts-
herrschaft’ (p. 60) were to provide the social safety net which, although
it would force individuals into relationships of service and depend-
ence, would also offer the protection of superior authorities.

The Wochenblatt’s relatively simple, anti-liberal and anti-modern
world view later found no support, even among theoreticians who
came from this circle. Beck takes Radowitz as an example. His Catholi-
cism and his earlier espousal of Napoleonic France made him to some
extent an exception, but he can nevertheless be considered as belong-
ing to the core of Prussian conservatism. His friendship with the crown
prince and later king, Frederick William IV, meant that for a time he
was also at the heart of politics. His contributions in this field were a
number of plans for union, but the Treaty of Olmütz of 1850 put an end
both to these plans and to Radowitz’s career. Radowitz recognized
contemporary social developments, and after the 1848 revolution he
rejected the model of a state based on social orders (Ständestaat), which
he had earlier supported. He now regarded it as an inadequate re-
sponse to current social problems. Instead, he argued, the central state
should take responsibility for social relations, and its agent should be
the monarch. In his view, the interests of the workers, whose basic
attitude was conservative-royalist anyway, were best represented in a
‘social kingdom’: ‘The central theme in Radowitz’s social thought is
the idea that an alliance between the monarchy and the proletariat,
brought about by a social policy favoring the industrial and rural lower
classes, would guarantee the future of the Prussian monarchy by
providing an effective protection against the demands of the liberal
middle classes’ (p. 78).

At the time of the foundation of the German empire, it was mainly
Hermann Wagener who, on the conservative side, returned to the idea
of a ‘social kingdom’, but he no longer wanted to solve the social
question solely ‘from above’ in paternalistic fashion. Rather, he started
with the proletariat, and wanted to improve its material conditions as
well as its political (class) position. Thus Wagener came close to a
socialist position; indeed, he actively sought out Lassalle, for example.
Wagener’s aim was an alliance between the workers and the state to
challenge liberalism, which he opposed, and the political power of the
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bourgeoisie. Behind political strategies of this sort Beck draws a line
starting from the social concepts propagated by the Berliner Politische
Wochenblatt, which had seen the only solution as lying in a social
hierarchy based on social orders, leading to the monarchical interven-
tion in favour of the lower classes advocated by Radowitz, and finally
to the more progressive ideas of Hermann Wagener. Wagener even
wanted to give the workers political rights so that they could fight for
improvements in their social position themselves: ‘it is fair to speak of
a growing social awareness or social conscience’ (p. 120).

Beck’s special achievement lies in constructing such connections
and comparing various exponents, emphasizing the differences be-
tween them. His aim is to expose the foundations of the Prussian
‘welfare state mentality’ (p. x) which, in his view, lies in the dualism of
‘welfare’ and ‘state authority’. This is certainly an important contribu-
tion to our understanding of Prussian conservatism, but it is by no
means as unresearched as the blurb and the book’s foreword would
have us believe. References to allegedly uncharted territory are easily
refuted – a glance at Beck’s bibliography is enough, although of course
it cannot list such recent publications as Hans-Christof Kraus’s biogra-
phy of Ernst Ludwig Gerlach. Moreover, such claims are unnecessary
because Beck’s book makes an interesting contribution through its
comparative perspective.

In the second part, which leaves the level of state theory and takes
us instead to that of administration, Beck also uses a history of
mentalities approach. He is interested less in the laws and decrees
themselves than in their originators and the intellectual positions they
took, less in the carrying out of an administrative act than in the
motives behind it. Thus, in connection with the Prussian Poor Laws of
1842, Beck investigates the views of Prussian civil servants on new
forms of rural poverty and what they considered appropriate meas-
ures for dealing with them. In general, scholars have emphasized the
liberal character of these laws which, by making Wohngemeinden re-
sponsible for poor relief, took into account the principle of freedom of
movement. Beck, by contrast, points to the authoritarian element of
state control and exercise of power. The Prussian bureaucracy had been
forced to accept that freedom of movement, introduced during the
reform era, had developed a strong dynamic of its own and could no
longer be reversed. It thereupon made the regulations for registration
much more stringent, in order to be able to keep tabs on the poor. The
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indigent population was to be kept in a position of dependence. It was
to be denied any legal claim to public assistance, and to be forced to rely
on charity bestowed from above. ‘This inferior legal status dwarfed the
paupers’ position as against the bureaucracy, for the poor depended
wholly on the grace of the authorities they had to deal with’ (pp. 163-
4). Beck’s interpretation is based on an evaluation of the Prussian
bureaucracy’s memoranda and votes in connection with the Poor Law.
In the foreground here are the comments of Privy Councillor Meding,
whom Beck describes as a ‘key figure of social policy making’ (p. 154).
The reader must take the author’s word for this, and for the claim that
Meding’s writing was ‘representative for dominant views within the
civil service’ (p. 154). We are not told anything about Meding’s bio-
graphical background or his exact position, and he has even been left
out of the index.

In his case study of the Poor Law, Beck emphasizes the Prussian
bureaucracy’s conservative and authoritarian orientation. Its treat-
ment of the Centralverein für das Wohl der arbeitenden Klassen (central
association for the welfare of the working classes), founded in 1844,
provides even stronger support for Beck’s argument that since the
1820s the majority of civil servants had cast off the liberal spirit of the
reform era. ‘In their dealings with the Centralverein, officials not only
abandoned all pretense of political liberalism but equally threw over-
board any willingness to reform’ (p. 188). The Ministry for the Interi-
or’s distrust and disapproval of the Centralverein eventually per-
suaded even Frederick William IV to give up his originally positive
attitude towards it. The process of granting official approval for the
association’s statutes was spun out over a number of years, and the
association had to jettison several elements of internal democracy in
favour of a more centralized leadership. The Interior Minister, von
Arnim-Boitzenburg, and his trusted adviser, Emil Ludwig Mathis,
both feared that the Centralverein would give rise to subversive activity
by intellectuals, or uncontrolled political action, and this was a factor
in preventing its attempts at social reform from being seen in a positive
light.

Beck discusses a number of other examples, such as the govern-
ment’s reticence in the area of worker protection, in support of his
interpretation, which has already been worked out by Reinhart
Koselleck. In its bureaucratic actions, argues Beck, the administration
supported neither liberal principles of self-help, nor aspirations to-
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wards social emancipation. It was motivated mainly by a desire to
maintain the authoritarian state, and a conservative wish to preserve
the status quo. Here Beck sees what Prussian bureaucratic actions had
in common with the conservative theory of Gerlach, for example, or
von Radowitz, but less, presumably, with that of Wagener. ‘This vast
conservative-bureaucratic common denominator encompassed the
ingredients of authoritarian, patriarchical welfare: patronage, tute-
lage, and regimentation’ (p. 207).

Beck’s approach of looking for connections between intellectual
models and practical politics offers an interesting perspective. His
analysis allows an ideological-critical view of the Prussian bureauc-
racy to be honed, and its actions to be seen as the expression of a
conservative spirit. Beck’s emphasis on conservatism, moreover, means
that he can build on the research of scholars such as Reinhart Koselleck
and Barbara Vogel, with the result that many of his conclusions do not
seem particularly surprising. In order to make his main points quite
clear, Beck tends towards repetition, and frequently emphasizes the
same argument. None the less, the reader is left with the pleasant
impression of an analytically lucid account, in which the author
presents his findings clearly.
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